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Abstract—In this paper we propose a novel part-based
method for the extraction of text touching graphic components.
The Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) are used to localize
the text components and distinguish them from graphics. We
introduce several post-processing steps to finally detect the
text. We have tested our method on a publicly available
data set of architectural floor plans and on real geographical
maps. On floor plans we have located more than 95% of the
text components which were not identified as text beforehand
because they were touching graphic components.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image analysis and image understanding is an important

area of research. In image analysis, text/graphics segmenta-

tion is considered as an important step, e.g., in analysis of

maps, technical drawings, floor plans, etc. The aim of this

process is to extract two separate layers, one containing only

graphical information, the other containing only textual in-

formation. The graphics recognition community has already

put a lot of effort into research on text/graphics segmenta-

tion. In general, different methods have been proposed to

perform text/graphics segmentation in different scenarios.

In document images, mostly parts of text overlap with

graphics. To extract the overlapping text is an important

challenge in text/graphics segmentation and is still an open

issue. A part-based approach for text/graphics segmentation

has been recently proposed by Partha et al. [1]. While the

method in [1] seems to work well on map images, a direct

application to technical drawings bears some complication.

The aim of this paper is to extract all the text components

which are touching graphics especially for technical drawing

images. We propose the use of the Speeded Up Robust

Features (SURF) in order to detect key points of interest.

Those key points are then compared to key points from a

template database and assigned to the categories text and

non-text. In our experiments on architectural drawings we

have found that more than 95% of the characters touching

graphics where correctly extracted by our method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,

Section II summarizes the work related to text/graphics

segmentation in general and extraction of touching text char-

acters in particular. Then, Section III provides an overview of

the method proposed in the paper. Subsequently, experimen-

tal results are described in IV. Finally, section V concludes

the paper and gives an overview of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Several different methods have been proposed to perform

text/graphics segmentation for different scenarios.

Initially, the focus was to retrieve only the text which is

not touching graphics. [2] has proposed a method for block

image segmentation and text extraction in mixed text/image

documents. This method has shown promising results for

document images. It did not focus the text touching graphics.

[3] proposed a method to extract text strings from mixed

text/graphics images of technical drawings. This method

is based on connected component analysis and works fine

with non touching text. Text components which are touching

graphics are marked as a graphical component rather than

as text. Whereas, in most technical drawings and especially

in map images, text and graphics overlay.

[4] performed a vector-based segmentation of text con-

nected to graphics. This method also focuses on touching

characters using heuristics. The focus of this method is

engineering drawings.

[5] proposed a text/graphics separation method for over-

lapping text and graphics. They start with preprocessing to

separate solid graphical components and remove all dashed

lines. This method is applied on map images and shows

promising results.

[6] used Mellin Fourier Transform too classify characters

and symbols drawn on technical drawings. A Filtering

technique is used to detect touching characters and symbols.

Most of the touching characters are successfully extracted

by this method. A major disadvantage of this method is that

it is very time consuming.

[7] proposed an improvement for the method proposed

in [3]. [7] introduces some additional filters to apply on

connected components. Hough transform is used to extract

text touching graphics and to group characters into strings.
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This method improved the results, but still some touching

characters which are either in start or end of word were

marked as graphical components.

Furthermore, [8] improved the approach of [7]. They

use color information to separate touching text from the

graphics. After separation of text/graphics Hough transform

is used to remove the lines from the image. Finally, pyramid

segmentation is used for grouping the characters into words.

This method can be used where text and graphics are

occuring in different colors.

[9] used color information coupled with a graph represen-

tation. A basic assumption of the method is that the text is

not touching graphical components.

[1] used the SIFT features for extraction of text touching

graphics. The SVM classifier is used to extract the non

touching text. To extract the touching characters SIFT fea-

tures of template and image are compared. To accommodate

rotation of characters shape models are used. The proposed

method is tested on geographical maps images and is capable

of extracting most of the touching characters.

[10] introduced an approach that is based on the sparse

representation framework and two appropriately chosen dis-

criminative dictionaries. Using each dictionary, a sparse

representation of one signal type and a non-sparse repre-

sentation of the other signal type are generated. Finally,

text/graphics segmentation is performed by promoting the

sparse representation of an input image in these two dictio-

naries. This method extracts some of the touching text as

well.

[11] proposed a method for text/graphics segmentation in

architectural floor plans. This method extends the method

proposed by [7], by providing a mechanism to calculate

different thresholds dynamically. This method has good

accuracy and is able to extract most of the overlapping text,

but can only be used for architectural floor plan images.

III. METHODOLOGY

To extract touching characters from the image, Speeded

Up Robust Features (SURF) are used. The SURF is a ro-

bust, translation, rotation, and scale invariant representation

method. It extracts the key points/points of interest from

an image. Then each key point is represented by a 128

bit discriminative descriptor. Figure 1 shows key points

extracted by SURF for some text and non text images. Each

of the extracted key points contains the information about

the x, y, location of the point, laplacian value, size of the

feature, direction, value of hessian, and its descriptor. More

details on SURF can be found in [12].

SURF has been successfully applied to object recogni-

tion [12] [13]. The main idea is to apply SURF on the

images to locate the touching text from images. [1] has

already used SIFT features for extraction of touching text

using character templates. Features of characters template

are used to localize touching characters. Using only text

(a) (b)

Figure 1: SURF features for text and non text component

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Example of non text component

templates leads to many false positives. In contrast, we have

used both text and non-text features to localize touching

characters, as well as to reduce the number of false positive.

Furthermore, the computation of SURF is significantly faster

than SIFT.

In the methodology presented in this paper first, non-

touching text components are extracted from the image.

Based on the nature of image, either [7] or [11] can be used

for extraction of non-touching characters. These extracted

text components serve as templates for the localization of

text components which touch graphics. If the number of

text components extracted by [7] or [11] are very few,

then reference templates of typical fonts are also used

as templates. To find the font size used in the image,

average height(Avgheight) and average width(Avgwidth) are

computed from the extracted text components. In addition to

alphabet templates we also store some templates for graph-

ical elements if available, e.g., lines, arcs, and objects,(see

figure 2). These are referred as graphic template.

In next step, SURF is applied on every reference text

template and all the key points and their respective descrip-

tors are stored as reference text features. Similarly, SURF

is applied on the graphics template, and extracted the key

points and their descriptors are stored as reference graphics

features, respectively. To reduce number of false positive, all
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the text descriptors are compared with graphics descriptors.

Similar descriptors are removed from both reference text

features and reference graphics features.

After removing ambiguous descriptors from reference

features, SURF is applied on the entire graphic image where

touching text needs to be localized. This results in list of

key points and their respective descriptors for the graphics

image. The graphic image was obtained as an output of

applying [7] or [11] method on the original image. The

descriptors of graphics image (containing touching char-

acters) are compared to the reference text and graphics

key points descriptors mentioned above. Finally, nearest

neighbor approach is used to compare these descriptors.

If a key point’s nearest neighbor is a text reference key

point and the distance between the descriptors is less than

Disttext, it is marked as a text key point. Similarly, if a key

point’s nearest neighbor is a graphics reference key point

and the distance between descriptors is less than Distgraph,

it is marked a graphics key point. Disttext and Distgraph
are distance thresholds that are computed empirically after

investigating the behavior on one reference image. To finally

mark a key point as text or graphic, a majority voting is

applied based on the neighboring key points. If a key point

has more graphic key points as neighbors, it is finally marked

as a graphic key point, otherwise it is marked as a text key

point.

For extracting the text from the marked text key points, the

bounding box of size Avgheight and Avgwidth is constructed

on the detected regions, and if this bounding box contain any

black component it is marked as touching text.

Figure 3a1 shows the floor plan image where all of

the non-touching characters are removed using the method

of [11]. After applying the nearest neighbor approach, the

key points as illustrated in Fig. 3b, are extracted. Note that

the red circles denote graphics key points and green circles

denote text. Finally, in Fig. 3c the resulting bounding boxes

are shown. As shown, they only mark the text area which

was touching a diagonal line.

To investigate the behavior of proposed method, we have

also applied this method on floor plans where only thick

walls were removed and no text extraction is performed. This

results in an image, where all of the remaining graphics as

well as all text components are present. The results of our

method are shown in Figs. 3g, 3h, and 3i, respectively.

IV. EVALUATION

Our system is evaluated using a data set of original floor

plans collected over a period of more than ten years. This

data set was primarily introduced for floor plan analysis

in [14] and contains 90 floor plan images. [11] has performed

text/graphics segmentation evaluation on this data set. From

1Note that in these figures, a zoomed version of an interesting zone in
the figure is always shown below (e.g., in Fig. 3d for Fig. 3a)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Map image(a) After removal of isolated charac-

ters(b) text and graphics keypoints marked after comparison

Touching characters Number Percentage (%)
Total 199 100

Retrieved 190 95.48
Missing 9 4.52

Table I: Touching text extraction results

the results of evaluation in [11], 327 characters out of 21, 737
where those which were difficult to read. Among these 327
characters, 199 characters overlay with graphics.

Analysis of table I reveals that our system finds 95%

text components which were touching graphics. If these

results are combined with results of text/graphics segmen-

tation method in [11], the overall recall of text/graphics

segmentation method by [11] increases significantly.

Figure 4 shows the results of our method on map image.

Isolated characters are removed using [7]. In Figure 4c it can

be seen that all of the touching characters are marked with

green key points. It is difficult to judge if the false positives

in the map image are errors or not because on the location

where false positives are detected there are holes which are

very similar to the character ”O”.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper a part-based method for extracting text

components touching graphics is proposed. The method

extracts all SURF keypoints of a questioned image and

compares them with the keypoints of reference templates

from characters and non-characters.

In our experiments on real floor plan images we have

observed that more than 95 % of the characters were cor-

rectly detected. In fact these characters were actually the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 3: Example of localization of text points on floor plan image without external walls. Floor plan without thick walls

and touching text(a), extracted text and graphics key points(b), detected text locations(c), (d)(e)(f) are zoomed versions

of (a)(b)(c) respectively. Floor plan with non touching and touching characters without thick walls(g), extracted text and

graphics key points (h), detected text locations(I)
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problematic characters in the previous text/graphics segmen-

tation method [11]. Therefore, we propose to use the part-

based strategy as a post processing method for text/graphics

segmentation methods existing in literature, e.g., [7], [11],

and [3]. This method increases the overall recall of the

existing methods, as remaining touching characters can be

found. Note that it can also be used to increase precision of

existing methods as it can locate graphical elements. We will

investigate this behavior on large data sets in future. Another

idea is to use the part-based method as a text/graphics

segmentation method alone.
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